A Small Town Is Infected

Every stage of life should present its advantages as well as its disadvantages. Farmer Jones may not wind up with the sophistication of a college Don, but can be expected to acquire the virtue of common sense, to know the difference between right and wrong, even to spot a liar at a hundred paces. The factory worker might not become the polished equivalent of the plant-owner's college graduate son, but he should know more than Little Lord Fauntleroy about lathes, production schedules and showing up on time. The housewife may not aspire to the grand vision of, say, a well-connected Washington hostess, but she knows far more about the intrinsic worth of hearth and home.

In years gone by such equivalencies tended to smooth out the differentials that are the inevitable curse of class, position, and power, even to the degree that Americans, as a people, seemed more proud of themselves than citizens of other countries. Today everything is changed. The nation's poor—mostly but not wholly minority—harbor a natural stupidity about the values which were once thought to be the inheritance of Everyman. In former times the poor were largely European immigrants, an army of some 32 million largely from Eastern and Southern Europe here to work the mines, mills and build the railroads of the land. Though Anglo-America disliked them, these immigrants displayed a solid enough character for the nation to accept them.

Now comes another class of immigrant, one that hardly reflects even the culture of its own ancestry. Who are they? Why do they act so? Do we see the dire prophecies of the 1920s eugenists being fulfilled? Every American town these days seems to have caught the demographic infection from Latin America and Asia. But nowhere is it more virulent than in the small city of Winchester, far away in the apple-growing region of Virginia's northwest, far away from the hordes of illegals and blacks in dangerous Washington.

A farmer town of almost legendary beauty whose Victorian, Federal and Gothic Revival homes recall a better time, Winchester has the bad luck to lie smack on the drug trail that winds its way from the south to the urban north. That being so, Winchester now finds itself invaded by Latinos who depend on welfare dollars to feed, clothe and house their squalid broods. If Winchester isn't safe, just where is safe?
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How to Deal with the Law

Silence Is Golden
If approached by a police officer, you do not have to speak to him beyond answering a few simple questions. Remain calm and say nothing. Give your name and age (not your date of birth), then remain quiet. If the policeman pats your clothes to check for a weapon, don’t be nervous. Don’t talk. You will not be harmed.

About I.D.
There is no law in the U.S. requiring citizens to carry an I.D. card of any type. The police cannot legally arrest you for refusing to identify yourself. There are two basic exceptions to this rule. If you are driving a vehicle, you are required to carry a license and produce it for a policeman. If you are present in an establishment where alcoholic beverages are consumed, you are required to produce evidence of your age on demand. Unless you are driving a car or are inside a tavern, you do not have to identify yourself to the police. You do not have to consent to any search of your body, your car or your home. If the police say they have a warrant, ask to see it. Do not interfere with or obstruct the police, even if they begin an illegal search. If you do so, you are likely to be arrested. Get the policeman’s badge number, write down the time of the incident and file a complaint later.

If You Are Stopped by the Police
Ask if you are under arrest. If he says you are, ask him the nature of the charges. If you are not under arrest, you should be free to go. WARNING: NEVER RUN FROM THE POLICE. If you do, you might be shot in the back. Do not physically resist. Make it clear that you do not consent to any search. If you are searched anyway, do not resist. You can complain later.

If You Are Stopped While Driving
Along with your driver’s license you are required to produce the vehicle’s registration and proof of insurance. If the police officer has probable cause, he can search your vehicle without a warrant. Make it clear that you do not consent to any search, but do not resist a search if it is made without your permission. If the police officer asks you any questions after you provide him with the required documents, you should respond by asking if he is going to give you a ticket. If he is not going to give you a ticket, you should be free to leave. If you are handed a ticket, sign it. Signing a ticket is merely a promise that you will appear in court. It does not imply guilt. If you refuse to sign your ticket, you will be arrested. If the policeman suspects you of driving while intoxicated, he has the power to order you to take a breath or blood test. If you refuse to take the test, you will not be convicted of drunk driving, but you will lose your driver’s license for a long period of time.

If You Are Arrested
Whether or not you are guilty, go with the police without resistance. You will have the opportunity to make your defense in court. You have no obligation to help the police in their investigation. Remain quiet. Tell the police nothing but your name and age. Resist the urge to defend yourself or explain your conduct. The time for telling “your side of the story” is in open court. If you say anything more to the police, you will be asking for trouble.

Get a Lawyer
If arrested, demand to talk to a lawyer at once. You can do so by phone immediately after you are booked into the detention center. Do not talk to any person unless your lawyer is present. Be careful. Many lawyers are crooked. Some will work with the police against you. If the lawyer assigned to you urges you to speak or suggests a “plea bargain,” you should ask for a new lawyer. No competent attorney ever urges a suspect to cooperate with an investigation.

What Happens Afterward
After your arrest the police will fingerprint and photograph you and take your possessions. Ask for a receipt of everything taken from you. This will include your wallet and all its contents, your clothing and anything you were carrying when you were arrested. You may be released with or without bail at any time. If you are not released, you will be delivered to a court on the third business day after your arrest or sooner. Demand to be arraigned as soon as possible. If this demand is not granted, a judge may be forced to throw out the charges and you will be released. Do not waive any of your rights at your arraignment. Your lawyer should ask that you be released on bail. If the bail is too high, ask the judge to reduce it. He doesn’t have to do this, but it doesn’t hurt to ask. Speak with respect to the judge, regardless of what you think of him personally.

Keep a Stiff Upper Lip
Being arrested can be quite an experience, especially if it is your first time. You will survive it. Stay calm. Be quiet. Do not cause problems. Keep your eyes open and try to remember the details of all that happens, such as names, badge numbers, times and faces. Above all, stay calm.

The above information was gleaned from literature published by Freedom Club, Box 552, Newman Lake, WA 99025-0552.
Two-Faced Agenda

I especially liked the piece by Moriarty (Dec. 1997, pp. 11-12). It is not at all surprising that Jews seek to crush black separatist organizations. How can the Chosen mongrelize whites if blacks succeed in separating themselves from other minorities? Moriarty's final sentence needs elaboration. Zionism, as any student of the subject knows, is an apartheid philosophy. Jews make very sure that non-Jews are never told that Jews want their own separate state precisely because their ethnic group is incompatible with all other ethnic groups. People that think like this can hardly believe that two population groups so disparate as whites and blacks can be successfully merged.

The contrast between what Jews practice in Israel versus what they preach in America has always been the second best argument to use against Jews. The primary weapon, of course, is the Holocaust Hoax.

De Tocqueville's "Prophecy Fulfilled" (p. 14) is right on target. Americans cannot be swayed from their creature comforts by higher issues. Zip 122 is absolutely correct about the totalitarian results of trying to save people from themselves. Far better to let them do as they please and suffer the consequences of their own folly.

Morale Booster Wanted

It took me a while to decide whether to resubscribe to Instauration. I need a morale booster from time to time. I don't get it from our politically correct daily rag, and only occasionally do I get it from Instauration. The editor's Ethnostate, however, has a paragraph or two on "short-term pessimism, long-term optimism." I think most of us need something like that for perspective. How about more N.B. Forrest and Grey Fox, and less Moriarty and Richard McCulloch?

Response to a Non-Believer

I have to admit I was somewhat stung at first by Zip 301's scathing denunciation of me for my defense of Christianity (Nov. 1997, p. 14). His intransigence smacks of the intolerant attitude so often assumed by a certain minority which feels it has the inherent, God-given right to determine the beliefs and opinions of its host population through censorship and manipulation of the media. But upon reflection I had to acknowledge that it was the first time in my life I've ever been attacked because of my religion. While I didn't exactly experience the "burning" righteousness of the early Christian martyrs and don't feel I really qualify for the title, "Defender of the Faith," I did get a rather warm glow of self-satisfaction for having taken a modest stand against paganism. It is very disheartening to hear highly intelligent Majority members tapping into the dogma of wacky "religions" like Odinism. Why not pick out a nice friendly tree stump or rock to worship? It amounts to the same thing.

In all fairness to Zip 301, he has obviously confused my faith with "Social Christianity," its evil impersonator. This particular malady is a liberal infection carried about by such luminaries as the Armstrongs, Falwells, Bakers, Grahams and others too numerous to mention. It extols the virtues of Jewry above even the Founder Himself, something which makes any true Christian blanch and retch. No true Christian would ever betray his own religious and racial brethren for the plaudits of a minority-dominated establishment. I believe Jesus would have done more than simply demur at such a prospect.

In closing let me quote a small selection of verses from the holiest writings in Christendom, the New Testament. Paul, himself a Jew, wrote the following in his epistle to Titus:

- For there are many unruly and vain talkers and deceivers, specially they of the circumcision: (1,10)
- Whose mouths must be stopped, who subvert whole houses, teaching things which they ought not, for filthy lucre's sake. (1,11)
- Not giving heed to Jewish fables, and commandments of men, that turn from the truth. (1,14)
- They profess that they know God; but in works they deny him, being abominable, and disobedient, and unto every good work reprobate. (1,16)

Try to imagine such words falling from the lips of Billy Graham and Jerry Falwell on one of their vaunted "crusades."

An Appalachian Perspective

I enjoy the all-too-rare contributions of Richard McCulloch and his easily mainstreamable outlook on our plight. I also use N.B. Forrest's best articles for distribution among friends. When he is good, he is very, very good! I also admire his namesake as the best cavalry officer of the modern age, a man who ruthlessly did what he had to do to save his race.

McCulloch may have been reaching more than a little when he tried to paint Uncle Abe as anything but a destructive stalking horse for the Northern plutocracy. But folks like N.B.F. and Francis Yockey erred when they failed to acknowledge the irretrievable human ecological damage Southern agrarian money-thinkers have done to our collective lands.
The latest outrage perpetrated by feminists, especially those with pAns like the pan-faced Betty Friedan, is what they’re doing to Barbie. They are raping that Aryan image of female perfection because she glows with an iconic beauty impossible for women to achieve. Imposing such unduplicatable standards of perfectio, we are told, destroys female self-esteem.

Why should all these Chosenite uglies lambaste Barbie and roast her on a spit of spite? Because, they say, she creates a feeling of inferiority in all womankind.

Since Barbie represents an impossible ideal, she automatically sows seeds of low self-esteem in little girls. Come to think of it, why didn’t they shoot Grace Kelly in the cradle, before she had a chance to intimidate all those shanty Irish with her Nordic beauty? Surely her untimely death was a boost to every female’s self-esteem. So why don’t we give a medal to the murderer of JonBenet Ramsey, for didn’t he/she save a lot of little girls from low self-esteem?

Who said that women—especially feminists—are not logical? Who said that the male executives of Mattel were spineless? Because they merely manufacture toys, does that mean that money shouldn’t be priority #1? Who said that American public opinion was stalwart against facial war? So Mattel, the makers of Barbie, caved. They agreed to produce a new, politically corrected, less intimidating version of Barbie.

The new Barbie will have a thicker waist to store more waste. But how close to a beer keg will she have to become not to threaten Roseanne? The new Barbie will be shorter. But how short will she have to be to raise Dr. Ruth’s self-esteem? The new Barbie will have smaller and fallen breasts and peasant thunder thighs. But how many pounds will she have to gain not to threaten Bella Abzug’s buxom beauty?

Can’t you see it now? People who live in glass houses shouldn’t throw Sharon Stones. Can’t you see the Candice Bergens of the world speeding off to their plastic surgeons to get a crook or a hook put into their noses? What happens to liposuction and breast implants? As well as ruining the toy industry, do the feminists also hope to impoverish every plastic surgeon in Beverly Hills and Brighton Beach?

But why stop with noses? If you really want to raise a little girl’s self-esteem, why not give her a real dose of middle-age reality? Why not destroy her childhood fantasies altogether? Why not endow the new Barbie with varicose veins, stretch marks and the dish-lips favored by African Ubangis?

Down with Venus de Milo, because she’s perfect, despite her two amputated arms. Down with the Discus Thrower by Myron. Who throws the discuss anymore, when all the money is in basketball, even if you lose a few megabucks by wringing the neck of your “racing” coach? Down with Michelangelo’s David, the Renaissance ideal of male adolescence. Shame on broken-nosed Michelangelo for projecting his Roman-nosed ideal onto posterity. And shame on those sculptors who don’t use Danny DeVito instead of Robert Redford as their model for the male ideal. And to make sure he doesn’t create performance anxiety in men (and moist fantasies in women), let’s “improve” David by patching on a pot belly, a hook nose and the round-shouldered slouch of a scholarly rabbi. And, since this is a Hebrew hero we’re enhancing here, why not give him a medical degree or a Michael Milken flair for junk bonds, deception and bankruptcy? The prospect fills me with male self-esteem. Who wouldn’t prefer to look like Pee-wee Herman rather than Brad Pitt?

A man’s reach should exceed his grasp, or what’s a heaven for? All of us are standing in the mud, but some are reaching for the stars. Man may be the measure of all things, but God is the immeasurable length of man’s longing.

Speaking of God, if Barbie represents an impossible ideal of perfection, what about God, the uncanny first cause, that image of perfection we should all emulate? Shouldn’t Jesus, at least, have a few wens, a few peekaboo imperfections, to make Him more imitable? (When was the last time you walked on water, multiplied loaves and fishes or were resurrected from the dead and ascended into heaven? What was God thinking, to have created such an impossible ideal? No wonder so many choose to worship the devil.)

Italians of the Renaissance perfected the Greek notion of art as mimesis (an imitation of reality). Aristotle saw everything in nature as striving to achieve perfection. The oak tree keeps producing crop after crop of acorns not to feed and produce the perfect pig, but in the deathless and undeviating hope of eventually producing the perfect oak tree. Mankind is constantly striving to reproduce perfection in its progeny. (What the Greeks called teleology, today we might call evolution.) The point is that everything in nature is striving to achieve an ideal. Each species is struggling to attain a flawless paradigm of its own kind. Aquinas and other philosophers of the Middle Ages called God the flawless form that encompassed all the other forms of divinity. As English poet and lexicographer Dr. Johnson once said: The purpose of art is not to paint the stripes on the tulip, but the picture of the tulip as a whole. A gentleman in the 18th century did not wear high heels and a powdered wig to keep his head warm, any more than a woman wore a corset to improve her breathing. The idea was to mimic perfection, to “anticipate” nature in the perfection it was trying to achieve. Now we laugh at perfection and powdered wigs; that’s called democracy. So why do women continue to wear makeup, pantyhose and tah-rah-rah bootees?

Should Shakespeare be extolled as a paradigm for poets? In order to salvage one’s self-esteem, shouldn’t poetry doggedly be dumbed down to doggerel and greeting-card verse? Would that idealized version of immortal woman, Mona Lisa, look less intimidating with warts and a mustache? Instead of David, would you choose a naked statue of Yitsuck Shamir to represent ideal manhood? To each his own, but my self-esteem is lifted, not depressed, by projections of the ideal form, male or female.

What would it take to return Michael Jackson to his original state of nature? Was he trying to perfect the acorn through all that bleeding and plastic surgery? Would it really be an improvement of the ideal to have David slay Goliath while the Hebrew hero was decked out with a broad flat nose, kinky hair and an organ politically corrected by Lorena Bobbitt? Would you feel better about yourself (not to mention the human race), if Ronald Colman and Errol Flynn were politically corrected to look like Yaphet Kotto or Dennis Rodman? Would you denominate Alan Greenspan and Arik Sharon as models of male beauty?

If you need to denigrate Barbie in order to raise your self-esteem, you may lose whatever self-esteem you had.
Did ABC hire young blacks to speed around Jamesburg (NJ) in an expensive Mercedes and then yell racism when they were stopped by white cops? This is what three police officers, who are suing the broadcasting network for $3 million, say. The setup was depicted as the real McCoy on a November 27, 1996 Prime Time Live episode filmed with hidden cameras. A previous ABC rigging of the news occurred when a jury ordered the network to pay $5.5 million to the Food Lion supermarket chain for falsely accusing it of selling rat-gnawed cheese and rotten meat. What is really rotten is the way ABC corrupts TV news. A judge reduced the award to $315,000, which ABC is appealing.

Although it came in 94th in the Nielsen ratings, Nothing Sacred, the anti-Catholic sitcom was renewed for a full season. Only four other nighttime shows had lower ratings and they were swiftly canceled. If a show was one-tenth as anti-Semitic as Nothing Sacred was anti-Catholic, it would have been canceled after the first broadcast.

ABC plows recklessly ahead in its goal of setting new standards in TV kinkiness. Carolyn Ginsburg-Carlson (what a moniker!), vice president of the network’s comedy programming, pretends that Ellen is on the level, that it is about a woman “expressing a new phase in her life with tenderness, trepidation and caution.” Come on, Ms. Ginsburg-Carlson.

ABC, according to the latest reports, is now third in the network news marathon. Injun Dan is second. Brokaw still comes in first. All three shows leave a lot to be desired. Rather calls what NBC is doing “newslite,” but the same pejorative applies to what Jennings and Rather himself serve up. With the commercials, the promos and the “come-ons” about what will appear tomorrow, network news, whether newslite or newsslater, hardly comprises 20 minutes out of the allotted 30.

Geraldo’s new contract with CNBC is expected to pay him between $30 and $36 million in the next six years—an amount that displeased Brokaw, who says he will see to it that the once-beakend half-Latino, half-Chosenite talking head will never appear on NBC Nightly News.

Kevin Cosgrove, a senior ABC producer, instructed talent bookers: “The bosses want spades for the Sprewell [the black hoopster who choked his coach] segment.” Such is the mindset of the TV elitists who can’t wait to humiliate Joe Blow for a similar slip of the tongue. Cosgrove was suspended for a month without pay.

On his October 15 show, schlockmeister Howard Stern hit a new schlock high by examining three women on camera for breast cancer. After embarrassingly long stints of manipulation, he declared the mammarys of his “patients” free of lumps. One curmudgeonly viewer wondered if “Dr.” Stern was practicing medicine without a license.

About those much-talked about “identifying marks” supposedly viewed by Paula Jones, Paul Harvey said in a recent broadcast, “The President should be concerned. Hillary has been known to shred evidence.”

From a Couch Tomato. Few enterprises are more intimately familiar with the mechanics of separating you from your “pledge” than the panhandlers at PBS. Typically the minority-adoring agenda is sidelined during pledge week. Once PBS hustlers dust off the tin cup and drag out the kitsch merchandise, we’re treated to a steady diet of Riverdance, Voices of Scotland, Faith of our Fathers, stepdancing, fiddles, kilts ‘n’ cowboy hats for the duration. Let’s not kid ourselves. PBS takes its money-trolling activities seriously. Presumably the “commercial-free” network (that’s a laugh!) knows better than your average sleepwalking white, who is and who is not likely to cough up for culture. Minorities, needless to say, make lousy pledge prospects. They’re acutely aware that “programs of cultural enrichment” are meant to put money in their pocket, not the other way around. It’s discouraging to think that one tearful rendition of Danny Boy can hornswoggle whites into supporting one whole year of black feminist studies. All this was recited and digested without the emission of a single burp.

Those who are convinced that television is not as funny as it used to be should have seen the November 14th broadcast of 20/20. In her love-nest interview with Barbra Streisand, Barbara Walters rather kindly inquired about the ghastfully excessive number of antique dolls littering the nasal singer’s abode. Streisand launched into a bizarre story of her uniquely deprived childhood. Too poor to afford a real doll, little Barbra made one out of her hot water bottle. It gets worse. She was tended by a “knitting lady” who made a sweater and hat for the object. All this was recited and digested without a single burp.
Primate Watch

Two Jews, Ronn Torossian and Moshe Maoz (the media called them “activists” not “agitators”), are suing the District of Columbia police for violating their constitutional rights when they were demonstrating against Louis Farrakhan’s Million Man March in 1995. The ACLU, always more eager to protect Jewish free speech than Majority free speech, is cheerleading the plaintiffs. The chosen duo claim that blacks spat at them and tore down their protest placards, while shouting: “Hitler should have finished you off.”

Roseanne, Madonna and Courtney Love are into kabbalah, an obscure branch of Jewish mysticism. The holy book supposedly being studied by the showbiz sluts is the Zohar, a weird anthology of rabbinical sayings that are so complex and convoluted that they have been known to drive readers insane.

Last October minority racists burned 500 stolen copies of the Cornell Review in front of the university’s main dining hall. Not a soul was punished. As a matter of fact, Dean of Students John Ford seemed to applaud the act. The burner-in-chief, a Negro named Shaka Davis, boasted he would do it all over again.

Henrik Dullea, Cornell’s Vice President for University Relations, characterized the burning as “a form of free speech.” He agreed, somewhat reluctantly, to look into the massive theft of the student newspapers that fueled the bonfire.

Clinton’s new Ambassador to France is Felix Rohatyn, a stereotypical international Jewish banker and erstwhile second in command of Lazard Frères, which was recently caught handing out a bribe of $41,936 to a Georgia government aide to facilitate obtaining a state contract. Laz­ard will have to come up with $12 million to settle civil charges of defrauding Fulton County (GA) and investors in three municipal bond sales.

The woman who unmanned her hus­band with a kitchen knife is back in the news. Lorena Bobbitt (now Lorena Gallo) was charged in Woodbridge (VA) with assault­ing her mother.

They used to call Jerry Brown, Govern­or Moonbeam. He may soon become Mayor Moonbeam. He has all the credentials to win the upcoming mayoral election of Oakland. An affirmative action booster from the get-go, he never met a minority he didn’t like. In addition he’s a long-time acolyte of the late Mother Teresa, majoring in Zen studies and is a 59-year-old bachelor. Just the man to run one of America’s most ungovernable cities further into the ground.

Fran Katz, deputy political affairs director of AIPAC, has a new job—finance di­rector of the Democratic National Committee. No one can say that Ms. Katz is not well prepared for the switch.

Two 18-year-old blacks carjacked a ve­hicle driven by a 38-year-old white woman returning from her night job in Port­land (TN) as she slowed up at a speed bump. They forced her to perform all kinds of revolting sexual acrobatics, knocked her unconscious, threw her out on the street and sped away in her 1984 Cadillac. All this happened in broad day­light. No wonder women are growing less and less happy about driving alone.

Florida was the site of a similar carjacking, but one with a sadder ending. Two blacks kidnapped Kazue Perron just as she pulled up at a friend’s home in Palm Beach Gardens (FL). They fancied her Lexus. Promising to let her live, the homi­hids drove her in her car to a secluded spot where they killed her with a .38 caliber bullet in the forehead. Dumping her body in a nearby canal, they drove off to rob a bank in a nearby town. Mrs. Perron, incidentally, was a citizen of Japan, a country where such barbaric acts as her murder are few and far between.

Anishe Renee Walker, only 14 but already a drug-peddling prostitute, shot and killed Pedro Enemaku, a Nigerian immi­grant, in the course of a robbery in Arling­ton (TX) last May. Another 14-year-old Texan, this time a boy, shot and killed a popular Dallas school teacher. He got a life sentence the day after Walker was given 35 years.

Bruce Diamond, a professor of phar­macology at the Medical College of Georgia, went in for moonlighting in a big way. He used college equipment and research funds for his own benefit. He will have five years in a jail cell to reflect on the error of his ways.

Twenty-one years ago when Dr. Step­hen Scher, an allergist, was the only Jew in Montrose (PA), his friend, Mark Dillon died in what a credulous jury called an accident after listening to Scher’s tall tale about Dillon accidentally tripping and falling on his gun while chasing a porcu­pine. In a new trial last October the truth finally came out. Scher shot and killed Dillon after informing him he had been sleeping with his wife, whom he later married. This time Scher was found guilty of first degree murder.

Jill Marker, a white clerk in a Winston­Salem (NC) store, was beaten so severely by black robber Calvin Smith that she is paralyzed for life from the waist down and is mute. Her head was battered so badly a paramedic described it as “mush.” At the trial she could only identify her black assailant by nodding her head or writing “It was” with a grease pencil after being asked if Smith was her assailant. Pregnant at the time of the at­tack, she nevertheless gave birth to a healthy baby six months later.

Wendell A. White, of Griffin (GA), father of a six-month-old pickaninnny, grabbed him from his mother early one morning and drove him to a parking lot. Then, holding him by his ankles, he proceeded to bash the youngun’s head on the pave­ment. Apparently the father felt that the mother, a girlfriend, was lavishing too much of her affection on the boy.

Although he choked coach P.J. Carles­ne and threatened to kill him, black hoopster Latrell Sprewell has not been locked up for assault. He is too rich and too black to be treated so undeni­erntially. He may lose as much as $25 million, however, if the termination of his three­year contractsticks. But let’s not spend any time shedding tears for someone who gets $7 to $8 million a year for bouncing a ball around.

Sharon Taxman, a Chosen New Jersey schoolteacher, was paid $433,500 not to press her reverse discrimination case. Civ­il rights groups, knowing they would lose the case in the Supreme Court, paid 70% of this sum to make sure it wouldn’t get there. A lot of Jews are joining the anti­affirmative action ranks these days, now that their own oxen are being gored.

Dov Hikind, a Zoo City pol, indicted for 30 federal felonies, is in Israel and may still be there in spring when his trial rolls around. How did he manage to leave the country, which is forbidden to people under federal indictment? He had to get special permission from the court, which was gladly supplied by Hikind’s Jewish friends on New York’s highest tribu­nal.
Talking Numbers

Since the Census Bureau has been forbidden by Jewish organizations to head-
count U.S. Jews, number-crunchers have to be satisfied with figures provided by
Jewish groups. In Israel, where there are no such restrictions, the Central Bureau of
Statistics latest headcount was 4.7 million Jews (80.2%); Muslims 872,000 (14.9%);
Christians 198,080 (3.2%); Druze 100,000 (1.7%).

In 1990-94 rural counties in the U.S. gained more than 1.6 million people, in
contrast to the 1980s when the net efflux was 1.4 million. Immigration was not an
important factor in these inner migrations.

The true amount of U.S. aid to Israel (1949 to present) is calculated by the
1949, U.S. foreign aid to Israel has amounted to $10,775 per Israeli. In the same
time period U.S. foreign aid to all Latin America came to $50 per person.

Mikhail Gorbachev, who must bear a large share of the blame for the awful
mess in Russia, is making a television commercial for Pizza Hut, for which
he will receive close to $1 million.

After two women bought a lodge in Christmas Valley (OR) last year, letters be-
gan circulating among the old-timers that membership was tabbed at 8 million in
1996 it had leapt and bounded to more than 34 million.

In 1994, U.S. foreign aid to Israel has amounted to $10,775 per Israeli. In the same
time period U.S. foreign aid to all Latin America came to $50 per person.

34% of Indians in the U.S. are under 18, which may explain why violent crime
on reservations is rising significantly.

In 1970 the number of foreign-born
Americans was less than 10 million. By
1996 it had leapt and bounded to more
than 34 million.

45 million Americans (70% of them
Hispanics and blacks) have had encounters with police.

50 years ago Victor and Polly Ganz
shelled out $7,000 for one of several
versions of Picasso's 'Women of Algiers.' A few months ago the Ganz children sold
this prime example of cold, inhuman, experimental doodling for $48.4 million.

The Hope for Children organization, funded by the State of Illinois at $500,000
a year, allows the black Calhoun family—
Kenny, wife and 7 kids—to live rent-free
in a 7-bedroom, split-level home. Kenny
makes $30,000 a year as a plant operator.
Wife Debbie is paid $18,000 a year in
public money just for staying home.
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with husband Stephen claims that Negroes made more progress before affirmative action than afterwards. Harvard law professor Christopher Edley didn't exactly raise the level of discussion by calling the Thernstroms' tome "a crime against humanity." Instaurationists should note that this is the kind of hate speech permitted liberals and minorities but forbidden to everyone else.

Clinton's racial initiative is turning out exactly as predicted. A lot of wind and grandstanding by and for minorities. Full press coverage was given to meetings that blamed racism on the Majority. Since reporters were banned from the meeting of so-called conservatives with Clinton, how anyone can call this "racial reconciliation" is beyond belief.

Robert Hoy, a Majority activist, attended a race panel in Fairfax (VA). For daring to speak up and ask, "What kind of dialogue is this?" and for saying, "We are white people and we do not accept being a minority in our own land," he was quickly escorted out of the conference room.

Gore Story
AI Gore would make a good president. He simply cannot stop lying. His latest howler is that he and Tipper were the models for the couple in Love Story, one of the worst films ever made. Erich Segal, the Jewish college professor who dreamed up the book that inspired the film, was a housemate of Gore's at Harvard. He denied the connection but admitted the movie did have a minor character drawn from life. AI simply went along with an item passed to the press by one of the Veep's PR people, a flunky who wanted to soften Gore's wooden personality and make him a more appealing candidate for the next presidential race.

Black Nullifier
In October 1995, a Negro, Jonny Gammage, was stopped by police for erratic driving one night in a Pittsburgh suburb. A struggle ensued and before it was over Gammage was dead. Five policemen were involved. One was tried for involuntary manslaughter by an out-of-town, all-white jury and acquitted. Two police officers were not charged at all. The trial of the remaining two cops ended in a mistrial when Jewish coroner Cyril Wecht made some out-of-line comments to the jury. The second trial also ended in a mistrial in early January. Eleven white jurors voted to acquit. A lone black juror, Walter Moorefield, held out. A defense attorney explained that Moorefield was afraid of what might happen to him when he returned to "his community," if he went along with the whites.

The second mistrial must have warmed the cockles of the heart of Paul Butler, a Negro law professor at George Washington University, who boasted in the Yale Law Review (1995), "My goal is the subversion of American criminal justice. Through jury nullification, I want to dismantle the master's house with the master's tools."

Pseudo Republicans
Colin Powell went out of his way on CNN's Late Edition to endorse Clinton's extralegal appointment of Chinaman Bill Lann Lee as acting Asst. Attorney General for Civil Rights. Another wishy-washy Republican, Jewish Senator Arlen Specter, joined Powell in praising the epicanthically challenged affirmative action buff.

Question. Would the Chinese government put a white in charge of punishing Chinese for not hiring and promoting non-Chinese?

White House Protectress
A task force of more than 120 career prosecutors and FBI agents, plus an ever larger support staff, are mulling over the milliard campaign finance violations. Instead of handing the project over to an independent prosecutor, Attorney General Janet Reno, the lesbianish Demo Party hack, decided to keep the investigation in-house, despite the earnest wishes of FBI chief Louis Freeh.

Preacher a Foreign Agent
The latest scoop about Rev. Henry Lyons, who still manages to head the National Baptist Convention USA, is that he pocketed $350,000 from the Nigerian government for lobbying for dictator General Sani Abacha. It is a felony to lobby for a foreign government without being registered with the State Dept., a requirement Lyons conveniently skipped. Meanwhile wife Deborah Lyons, who says she has forgiven her philandering spouse, pleaded guilty to charges that she was the fire-
Inklings

bug who tried to burn down the mansion her husband shared with his ex-convict mulattress mistress.

Clinton’s Photo Pal

Although the State Dept. had barred his entry to these shores, Vadim Rabinovich, a Jewish gangster from Ukraine, showed up at a 1995 Clinton-Gore fundraiser in Miami. One of 125 bigshots specially invited to the reception, he posed for a photo with a beaming President. Before he became a multimillionaire, Rabinovich spent eight years in a Soviet prison for theft.

Spielberg’s At It Again

In Amistad, his latest distortion of history, Steven Spielberg did not tell his viewers that his slave hero, Cinque, after having been released from his chains, thanks to the legal arguments of John Quincy Adams, returned to Africa and became a slave trader. Add to this strategic lapsus a whole mess of other cinematic Big Lies and you have one of the world’s richest and most powerful men. In the event the movie itself doesn’t do the job, Spielberg has mailed a film study guide to thousands of educators across the land to let his propaganda sink in more deeply.

What’s next on Steve’s agenda? Obviously some new doctored-drama intended to further shame Majority members, the people who gave him opportunities that never would have been available to him in Poland or wherever his family came from. One might think Spielberg would be grateful to the people who have made his success possible. Instead he attacks them with every click of his camera.

Prevaricating Black Judge

Judge Mark Ware of San Jose has finally broken down and admitted he lied when he claimed to be the brother of a 13-year-old black killed by a gang of whites. The real brother of the victim was not happy when Ware injected himself into the case, presumably to acquire some favorable notices in the press and to have ready at hand a tear-jerking anecdote for after-dinner speeches. Judge Ware was recently nominated by Clinton to a seat on an Appeals Court, a nomination which he has now had the decency to decline.

Hateful Anti-Hate Gathering

There will be a “hate summit” in Atlanta this coming March. Expected to show are delegates from the World Jewish Congress, Methodist Church bigwigs, Hispanic La Raza hustlers and various Indian, Asian and Negro agit-propping groups, including National Gay and Lesbian Task Force queers. Also due to attend are delegates from the Simon Wiesenthal Center and the YMCA. Chief moneymbags for the summit are the Levi Strauss and W. K. Kellogg Foundations. The sponsor will be the Center for Democratic Renewal, once known as the National Anti-Klan Network and still masterminded by Morris Seligman Dees, one of whose ex-wives has gone into excruciating detail about his kinky sexual behavior.

Expensive Lie

Of all the Rogues’ Gallery characters Clinton has foisted on the government, no one is more beguiling than Ira Magaziner, Hillary’s Jewish health care guru, who was slapped with a $285,860 sanction by a federal judge for lying under oath about the membership of his health commission. It’s quite possible that the money will have to be paid by taxpayers. Instead of firing Magaziner, Clinton and Hillary kept him on as a $100,000-a-year presidential aide in charge of Internet issues. It should be noted that when asked whether Magaziner himself should fork over the money, Rahm Emanuel, another Clinton guru and a racial cousin of Magaziner, refused to respond.

Rewards for Renegadism

Christophe Meili, the Swiss bank guard snitch, is feeding on high cholesterol buffets on the Jewish awards circuit. “We Jews are lucky that....a believing Christian was standing in the room at the Union Bank of Switzerland as they [sic] were shredding documents,” declared Edward Fagan, one of the many shysters suing Swiss banks for allegedly hiding Nazi gold. Already a scholarship has been established in Meili’s name at Boystown of Jerusalem. A few weeks earlier, more than 1,000 boys of that school danced around and around with the Righteous Gentile on their shoulders. “I’m not a hero, I was just trying to do the right thing,” Meili pompously mewled. His children, who all have Old Testament names, are now in a Jewish kindergarten. We always had a menorah in our house,” purged Sicilian wifey Giuseppina Meili, “because our church believes that Jews are like big brothers to Christians....”

Clinton Gofers

Compared to most of the people Clinton has plugged into his government, Bruce Babbitt, Secretary of the Interior, was often considered as pure as the driven snow. The snow has melted. Many questions have arisen about his disapproval of a $17 million casino in Spokane. It is believed that a rival Indian tribe gave the Clinton campaign $250,000 in return for Babbitt’s cancellation of the Spokane gambling den.

• Hazel O’Leary, the nearly white black who turned the Dept. of Energy into her personal travel agency, is under investigations by the FBI for illegal financial and political maneuvers on behalf of ICF-Kaiser, a huge conglomerate that has a mountain of contracts with the Dept. of Energy. O’Leary is now a director of the company.

• Henry Cisneros, Clinton’s proud Hispanic addition to his Cabinet, has been indicted on 19 felony counts, most of them arising from the ex-Secretary of HUD’s attempt to pay off two mistresses, neither of whom is Hispanic and one of whom is now suing him for breach of promise.

• Samuel Berger, who holds the all important job of National Security Adviser, paid $23,000 in civil penalties for failing to sell his 1,500 shares of Amoco stock, as ordered by White House lawyers back in 1994. Amoco, incidentally, is or at least was the one big U.S. oil company with mucho Jewish input.

To Clone or Not to Clone

Culture is dead. Schools, instead of teaching, de-educate. The country is bankrupt. There is no possible way of ever paying off the $5.224 trillion national debt (as of fiscal 1996). All we have going for us is science.

So what happens when Dr. Richard Seed, a Chicago physicist, announces he is going to clone human beings? The stoneheads, Luddites and regressivists come crawling out from under the rocks screaming, “Never!” Clinton plays along by demanding that no federal funds be given to cloning research for five years. Sounds like we are living in the darkest days of the Dark Ages.

Cloning is one way to improve the human race, which these days can stand a lot of improving. Cloning allows the duplication of the best humans, contrary to the present dysgenic practice of the worst giving birth to the worst. Dr. Seed says that with some technical help and a few million bucks, he might be able to produce his first clone in two years. God speed.
The People Speak

Bill Gates, with all his money, couldn’t steamroller through the Washington State initiative that called for additional restrictions on guns. Simultaneously, Washington voters opted against special protection for homos and were solidly opposed to the legalization of marijuana for medical use.

Once again direct democracy wears a different hat than representative democracy. In Oregon a majority approved for the second time a law allowing physician-assisted suicide. Mind you, these are the results of ballot initiatives in two states that are generally considered “progressive.”

Number of Cutters Cut

The diamond-cutting business, until recently run by Orthodox Jews, is undergoing a radical change. Since Third Worlders are undercutting them with cheap labor, the Orthodox are turning their talents to other areas, such as taxi-driving and dope dealing. Not too many years ago in Zoo City, 2,500 Orthodox Jewish diamond cutters worked on 47th St. Now there are only 300, even though the market for diamonds has grown worldwide. At the moment, the Orthodox are applying for U.S. government funds to start a school for diamond cutters. They are also asking New York City for loans to spruce up the diamond district, hoping that better marketing and public relations will improve their lot.

Holiday Postmortems

• The release of the Clinton coffee tapes was delayed because, as one reporter put it, “No one could be reached at the Justice Dept.” It’s not that the phones had been unplugged. It was Rosh Hashanah time. So many Hebrews toil for the Dept. of Justice its offices seem almost empty on Jewish holy days.

• The Christmas celebration at the Dartmouth Glee Club dropped the traditional Silent Night from its repertory last year because it was “too Christian.” Dartmouth, according to the records of the college’s admissions director in the early 1940s, was a “Christian college founded for the Christianization of its students.”

• Close to the giant menorah erected by Jews on the Washington Ellipse in the holiday season, Muslims erected a star and a crescent. Lo and behold, a swastika was soon found scrawled on the star. Ordinarily when swastikas bob up anywhere Jews make sure the “desecration” is immediately blamed on neo-Nazis, Klansmen and the like. But how can the defacement of a Muslim monument be blamed on Hitlerites when it is Jews who specialize in anti-Arabism?

Noel Besieged

In the middle of December I was watching one of the TV morning news programs. It was reported that the Empire State Building, which usually sported red and green lights in celebration of the Christmas season, would be changing its colors this year. A young girl had written a letter asking that the lights be blue and white in honor of Hanukkah. The following morning the Empire State Building was shown on TV, resplendent in blue and white lights in honor of...No! Not Hanukkah, but Israel!!! There are only two major Christian holidays a year: Easter and Christmas. There are now three major Jewish ones: Hanukkah, Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur. Can you imagine the wailing if guys tried to do to the latter what Jews are doing to Christmas?

I called a friend in New York and fullminated about this outrage. “That’s nothing,” he replied. He told me about the lobby of an uptown building that used to sport a Christmas tree and various Christmas plants. This was before the tribesmen began moving in and gradually gained control of the building’s board. Now the tree is gone and no poinsettia plants are permitted. Lobby plants must be “neutral.”

What really elevates my dander to the danger point is the silence and wimpish capitulation of the wealthy WASPs. Don’t blame the muds or the Chosen. We’re falling on our own guilt-edged swords!

Taller Is Better

Want to get richer? Want to live longer? Then be taller. Among many other interesting facts recently revealed by auxanologists (growth experts), the Dutch are the world’s tallest people. Except in Scandinavia height largely dictates class. The poor are short; the well-off tall. In Scandinavia, where class differences and income are more evenly balanced, there are no discernible height differences in any segment of the native population. No mention was made in these studies about the relation between tallness and intelligence, though a case could easily be made for this assumption.

Higher (Lower?) Education

• The State University of New York held two workshops for its female students last year: (1) the use of sex toys; (2) how to engage in sadomasochistic and lesbian sex.

• The University of California (Berkeley) offers a course on the music of Tupac Shakur.

Bones Ahoy!

Hoaxer Larry Lawrence’s remains, along with the above headstone, have now been removed from Arlington National Cemetery and sent back to southern California.

High Academic Performers

When the time comes each year to evaluate the U.S. school system on the basis of student performance vs. expenditures per student, North and South Dakota pupils consistently lead in accomplishment at the least cost. The students in the cities and states with the highest expenditures per student consistently perform worst. The Dakotas are not wealthy states, but they are populated with what was once typically American farmer and rancher stock—hard-working, God-fearing, family-oriented men and women of predominantly Germanic origin. Some 50 years ago the academic performance of the Dakota youngsters would in no way have been unusual because essentially the same European stock populated the other states as well and was also performing at high levels.
Canada. Now that the British Columbia Human Rights Tribunal has dismissed a hate charge against Doug Collins, the retired North Shore News columnist, Harry Abrams, a B’nai B’rith flack, has entered the picture with a broader complaint. He has accused Collins of spewing racial hatred against all minorities, Jewish and non-Jewish. The original complaint of the Canadian Jewish Congress accused Collins of denigrating the Holocaust. As we are beginning to learn, in any litigation involving Jews, if and when you win one, your problems have just begun. With unlimited financial resources and a powerful racial lobby at their throat, Canadian historical revisionists have to prepare for a long and costly siege.

A few years ago hotels in downtown Toronto inaugurated a policy of refusing to book bar and bat mitzvah receptions unless the families provided private security guards. Jewish kids were physically destroying hotel facilities in a manner befitting cocaine-soaked rock stars.

From a subscriber. What international attention Canada attracts usually centers on Quebec separatism. Far more important are three other issues: the minority assault on human liberty; Third World immigration; and aboriginal privileges. Because of the latter, Canada is actually shrinking as federal, provincial and territorial governments hand over ever greater chunks of territory to Indians and Eskimos.

The most recent developments were two November court decisions. In the eastern province of New Brunswick, the Court of Queen’s Bench announced that all Crown land—that is, all publicly owned land—now belongs to Indians. A few days later a more convoluted judgment from the British Columbia Court of Appeal stated that the B.C. government must share control over its Crown lands with Indians. Although New Brunswick officials promise to appeal the verdict, they should have no reason for optimism. Courts consistently uphold Indian claims, no matter how ludicrous.

Their chronic drunkenness, welfare dependency and panhandling notwithstanding, Indians are collectively affluent. Generally speaking, most of their economy is maladministered by corrupt tribal leaders or squandered through the natives’ legendary improvidence. Nevertheless their wealth is obvious enough to the top banks, which has inaugurated a separate “aboriginal banking” department. The vice president in charge, a Mohawk named Ron Jamieson, points out that within three years slightly over a million natives will own or control a third of Canada’s land mass. In addition they will have cash assets of several billion dollars and billions more in annual resource royalties, as well as ongoing financial support in perpetuity from non-native taxpayers. With no apparent sense of contradiction Jamieson demands more affirmative action and economic perks for his people.

The Federal Human Rights commission has the Canadian military scrambling to meet a February 1999 deadline to recruit and train 500 female combat soldiers. Fully one-quarter of all new combat recruits have to be female. Britain’s Lt.-Gen. Sir Hew Pike, a Falklands War veteran and now NATO’s director of operations in Bosnia, insists Canada has already gone too far in accommodating women and homosexuals. As a result, he declares, the Canadian military has “surrendered any claim to be a war-fighting force.”

Ireland. Francis Stuart, 95, is not your run-of-the-mill Irishman. A prolific novelist, he lived in Germany in WWII and dabbled in pro-Nazi broadcasting. With such an oddball background, who would have believed that he was elected by Ireland’s most prestigious arts body, Aosdana, to a super elite group, Saí, “the wise men of the tribe,” which can only have five members at one time. Last year when the BBC came out with a documentary about anti-Semitism in Ireland, one of the interviewees was Stuart, who commented, “The Jew is like the worm in the rose.” Even worse, Stuart said, “I regret nothing, nothing at all” about my activities in wartime Germany. As expected, the call went out to fire Stuart and take away his honorifics. Unexpectedly, the Arts Council of Ireland by a vote of 27 to 1 (12 abstentions) refused to cave in.

All of which proves there is one country in the world whose leading artists and writers not only talk about free expression but practice it.

Britain. The first wife of Lord Charles James FitzRoy, sixth Baron Southampton, was an attractive blonde. After she died of ovarian cancer two years ago, the noble lord married again—to Alma Slater, one of his maids and a divorced Filipina. Mixed marriages are a dime a dozen in England these days. But it still grates a little to read about an aristocrat whose lineage goes back to Charles II, wedding a brown domestic from the Philippines. There is even a possibility that she came from Zamboanga, a city which is the subject of an old Marine jingle that begins, "Monkeys have no tails in Zamboanga."

In her book, Royalties, scandalmonger Kitty Kelley writes that Princess Margaret, the Queen’s sister, is an ebullient anti-Semite who once did the unthinkable. She stomped out of a showing of Schindler’s List saying something to the effect, “I’ve had it up to here with the Jews and the Holocaust.”

Switzerland. From a subscriber. On December 13 last, Catherine Crier of Fox News had a half-hour interview with the U.S. ambassador to Switzerland, Madeleine Kunin. Crier began by stating that since Kunin is Jewish “her job as ambassador to Switzerland is to ensure that the Swiss properly compensate Jews for money lost during the Holocaust.” Kunin, who did not dispute this job description, explained there is a three-month temporary freeze on a boycott of Switzerland by various American governmental bodies and financial institutions, in order to give the Swiss more time to comply. Evidently no other issues in Swiss-American relations need the ambassador’s attention. Kunin obviously thinks it is perfectly proper that she should give her full time to righting an alleged wrong done by a neutral country in another continent over 50 years ago to people who were not Americans.

It had to come. The Swiss president, Flavio Cotti, was called a Nazi by a big wheel in the World Jewish Congress, who went on to elaborate that some comments of Cotti sounded like those once uttered by Kurt Waldheim, ex-president of Austria, when he was trying to hide his wartime activities. The verbal scurrility of the Western media towards Switzerland was too much even for a few Jews. Sigmund Feigel, a Swiss Chosenite, called on the WJC to apologize to Cotti, especially since he had already supported handing out huge amounts of money to Holocaust victims and their heirs. The latest WJC squeeze is for $2 billion.

France. Amo Klarsfeld, a leading prosecutor in the Maurice Papon trial, is taking the reins of Nazi hunting from his ob-
noxious parents. His mother Beate, is the Lutheran daughter of a Wehrmacht soldier. The 31-year-old half-Jew dresses like a 1960s college student and travels to engagements via in-line skates. A member of the New York and California Bar, he is a playwright whose affairs with Nordic models reach tabloid proportions. The young Klarsfeld has the Jewish flair for spotlight-hogging and a fondness for flashing Holocaust camp photos under people's noses as if they were pix of his grandchildren.

Ten years ago Front National leader Jean-Marie Le Pen had the audacity to say that the Holocaust was a "detail" of history. Jews have never forgiven him for this word. Now ten years later, while on a trip to Munich, Le Pen repeated the statement almost word for word. He was immediately fined $50,000 by a French court. In 1987 his use of the word "detail" earned him a fine of $200,000. Ironically the same day the court at Nantes issued the fine, Le Pen, on vacation, was attacked and beaten by thugs at a Martinique airport.

A computer check of a mass circulation French newspaper found that it had mentioned Auschwitz 103 times in a 30-day period. Kolyma, the notorious Russian death camp, was mentioned only twice in the same time frame.

Germany. A popular klezmer band, Aufwind (Updraft), is composed of four young East Berliners without a smudge of Jewish DNA. The music is a currentfad in Germany, which has so many non-Jewish klezmer bands that two of them recently wrangled over the right to be named The Goyim. The musicians have studied Yiddish diligently to lend authenticity to their performances. Instaurationists should be advised to stay upwind of Aufwind.

The Jewish Museum in Berlin is scheduled to open in 1999. Its new director is Michael Blumenthal, who was born in Oranienburg and fled Germany for China at age 13, then made it to the U.S. eight years later. He was Jimmy Carter's Secretary of the Treasury. Not bad for someone who didn't even arrive in the U.S. until he was 21. The museum is nearly completed, a five-story architectural atrocity, now sitting empty while everyone argues over its mission. Jews want more money to transform it from a city museum dealing with Berlin Jews into an international museum dealing with Jewish history, culture and all things Semitic. Germans have politely tried to resist, so far without much luck.

Austria. In early June, 1809, two days after his burial, Haydn's remains were exhumed at the instigation of a Herr Rosenbaum, a Viennese Jew, who, despite the sickening odor, decapitated the corpse and took home the head as a trophy (George R. Marek's *Beethoven: Biography of a Genius*).

Lithuania. The prosecutor general of this Baltic nation has intimated he will investigate all groups suspected of genocide during WWII. The statement brought howls of anguish from the Chosen, when he said his investigation would include the years 1939-41 when the country was under the heel of the Soviet Union. Westerners have been taught almost from birth that, despite the rape of Palestine and the terror propagated by Communist Jews worldwide, Jews are always the victims, never the victimizers. As every Lithuanian who has suffered from Semitism knows, this is an abject falsification. Jews will undoubtedly be able to stop the investigation in its tracks, but at least it shows that one government official in Europe is willing to challenge the Jewish copyright on the Holocaust.

Russia. A cohort of Jews in the U.S. and Russia is trying to make the Perm-36 Siberian labor camp, which Stalin built to hold political dissidents, into a museum. Why this particular gulag site? Most of the Jewish "intellectuals" rounded up by Stalin in his occasional anti-Semitic moods, did time there. But the project is encountering problems. Supplies en route by train are stolen by needy entrepreneurs. The snow is a yard deep between November and March. The director of the project, Professor Schmirkoff, an historian, says the museum must be built "to show the importance of striving for freedom and democracy." What it may actually show is how stupid the Russians were to let down their guard against Jewish racism. It will confirm the opinion generally held by the Russian people that "free, democratic" government by aggressive, criminally minded and ethnically cohesive alien capitalists is no better than totalitarian rule.

Israel. Guess which country is the largest per capita consumer of the world's pistachios? Israelis chew up eight million pounds a year ($15 million worth). Guess who is the supplier? None other than that nasty pariah nation, Iran. Iranian pistachios are cheaper, which is why Israelis prefer them to the product of California growers. At the same time, Israel keeps trying to persuade other countries to ban all trade with Iran, an easy job with an ever more Semitophilic Congress sitting in Washington.

Something resonates in the Jewish soul that is almost completely unfathomable to most non-Jews. When Israeli troops invaded Jerusalem in 1967, the army's chief rabbi, Shlomo Goren, called for the destruction of the Dome of the Rock mosque, Islam's third holiest site. If anything would inspire Arabs everywhere to violence and terrorism, it would be this act of desecration. The news about Rabbi Goren's proposal, which was turned down by an Israeli general, took 30 years to trickle out.

U.S. foundations and charities have given $23 million in the last four years to firms constructing Jewish settlements on the West Bank. Such contributions are tax deductible. The U.S. government is against building any more Jewish settlements on the West Bank while at the same time it gives tax breaks to the builders.

In a recent trip to the U.S.—he's practically a commuter—Netanyahu complained that Clinton had refused to meet him. It was a humiliating experience, said the Prime Minister, who generally has the White House red carpet rolled out for him the moment he touches down in Washington. Clinton blamed the contretemps on a schedule mixup and promised it would not happen again. Once again the President of the U.S., the great superpower, has to swallow his pride and put up with insults from the head of a minuscule Asian desert state. Even though Netanyahu has deliberately sabotaged Clinton's much ballyhooed "peace process," the President has uttered no word of criticism. When it comes to American foreign policy towards Israel, he meekly listens to—and obeys—his master's voice.

Tatiana Suszkin, 26, a Jewish firebrand from Russia, did her part to sink the "peace process" by putting up 20 placards in the Palestinian section of Hebron. The placards portrayed the Prophet Mohammad as a pig, a blasphemous gesture in a city of 500 Jews and 130,000 Palestinians. The Arabs who recently killed nine foreign tourists in Egypt a few months ago
This crush of humanity in eastern China makes for appalling conditions in most of the country. The struggle for food is constant, with intense cultivation of every inch of arable land. Population growth has reduced the supply of farm land per person to about the size of one-third of a tennis court. The cities are one solid mass of people, jammed together in black hole density.

Since China is a "developing nation," it is not P.C. to criticize it on the basis of pollution, though it is quite proper to fault it in regard to human rights and prison labor. But the extent to which the Chinese are polluting their environment is simply mind-boggling and poses a threat to the whole world. Some rivers are so filled with chemicals and sewage that the water is totally unfit to drink.

Worst of all is the air pollution in the cities. China has abundant supplies of coal, which account for 75% of its total energy consumption. Chinese cities have TAPs (total suspended particulates) in the 400, 500 or even 800 range. (The World Health Organization guideline is 60 to 90 micrograms per cubic meter.) Days pass without the sun being visible through the contaminated atmosphere. Chinese leaders justify pollution as necessary for survival. As Chin Qui, a top environmental official puts it, "Heavy pollution will kill you in a hundred days, but without enough heat or food you die in three."
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failed when a judge ordered that Pierce be dropped from the suit. (Recall how the Feds tried to bolster their case against Timothy McVeigh, now on death row, by alleging that *The Turner Diaries* was his favorite reading matter.)

The guilt by reading trick did work when the Metzgers, father and son, were ordered by a jury in a trial presided over by a Negro judge to pay $12.5 million to the family of an Ethiopian student killed by a gang of skinheads who had allegedly read some of the Metzgers' literature, notwithstanding that the skins had never seen or met the Metzgers. The outlandish verdict, obtained largely by the unlimited financial resources of racial fink Morris Dees, was later upheld by an appeals court.

**More National Alliance News**

Lyle Stuart, whose Barricade Books, is distributing *The Turner Diaries*, was the defendant in a $3.1 million libel suit brought against him by a racist cousin, Steve Wynn, a Las Vegas gambling baron. A tract published by Stuart had accused Wynn of fronting for the mob. Stuart, a Jewish loudmouth, whose promotional efforts on behalf of *The Turner Diaries* were modest, lost the suit and is now bankrupt, which means rights to the book will revert to William Pierce, the author.

Thirty-four thousand attending a Saturday (Sept. 20) football game in Tampa's Houlihan Stadium were surprised to see a National Alliance sign in the sky. It was not a miraculous appearance of the Virgin Mary, nor was it similar to the blazing light seen by Paul on the road to Damascus. It was this message on a banner towed by an airplane: POLITICALLY INCORRECT, CALL 871-2741, NATIONAL ALLIANCE.

**Eugenics Ho!**

For $2,750 infertile couples can have a child made to order by the Columbian Presbyterian Medical Center in New York. The customer can choose as parents for the frozen embryo, various racial types, possessors of high IQ, attractive college coeds, scientists, lawyers, even politicians. Despite the laments of the equalitarians, the new technology, if used intelligently, can only improve the quality of humankind. No parents, when they have the choice, are going to opt for a short, brutish, hairy, asymmetric offspring. How many parents of any race would prefer a Whoopi Goldberg to a Garbo?

Thanks to frozen embryos composed of selected sperm and eggs, eugenics, currently the most cursed and reviled of sciences, is creeping back through the rear door of technology, so to speak.

**Jews on the Non-Jewish Side**

How about a small arsenal of arguments to shoot down those benighted, short-sighted Majority members who are unfazed by "come one, come all" immigration? Huddled